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Canto DAM Summit, 19 February 2019
Nicole Graf

Crowdsourcing at ETH-Library’s Image Archive:
Workshop 
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Crowdsourcing 1 (2009-2013)
 Project with Swissair retirees
 «controlled» crowdsourcing
 Access: live filtering with generic PW
 40’000 images processed

Crowdsourcing 2 (2016-)
 Comment function on image

database since 9 Dec. 2015
 «open» crowdsourcing

27.02.2019Nicole Graf 2

Crowdsourcing at ETH-Library’s Image Archive

Crowdsourcing 3, 4, …? (2018-)
 Georeferencing
 Translate image titles and descriptions into English
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 Controlled crowdsourcing (identifiable 
group of experts ≠ anonymous mass)

 Project duration: end of 2009-end of 2013
 Personal meeting, annual dinner, 

magazines and daily press
 135 interested volunteers, including:

44 regular, ½ dozen intensively
 1 «Indexing King» apiece for historical and 

more recent images
 200 new images online every Thursday
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Crowdsourcing 1: Swissair retirees

Nicole Graf

Original title: Catering, 30.9.1960
New: Swissair Catering at Zurich’s Kloten Airport, 30.9.1960

27.02.2019
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 Personal contacts are important!
 By telephone and e-mail
 Few technical problems
 Content-related «training» of staff by 

retirees!
 Queries and corrections
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Crowdsourcing 1: Supervising the Swissair retirees

The effort involved: 
completely underestimated! 

…but… 
The added value: priceless!

Nicole Graf

Original title: Uniform FA 1960 to 1970
New: Swissair hostesses in the uniform worn from 1970 to 1977

27.02.2019
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40,000 images processed!
Many are part of image series so not 
every one had to be labelled 
separately.
 Original title: Workshop
 New title: Adjusting a DC-3 engine   

at the Dübendorf engine workshop, 
fitting the crankshaft in the middle 
section of the crankcase. Pratt & 
Whitney R-1830 Twin Wasp,       
1937–1948
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Crowdsourcing 1: Results

Nicole Graf 27.02.2019
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Video!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ymkogOqHwo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ymkogOqHwo
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 New comment function online since 
9 Dec. 2015

 100 mails in first month without any 
advertising!

 Article in NZZ on 18 Jan. 2016
 Huge reader and media response 

(radio, TV)
 Do you knwo more? throughout all 

platforms and communcation
channes (recognition)
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Crowdsourcing 2: All volunteers welcome! Do you know more?

Nicole Graf

Original title: Untitled, 17.8.1932 
New: Flawil-Gossau, reservoir in Glatt-Tobel near the ruins of Helfenberg Castle, 
17.8.1932

27.02.2019
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 Sharing is caring (spirit of the age)
 Online: straightforward access to the Image Archive and search help
 Mass digitisation of images
 Detective work, fun, discovering treasure, useful free-time activity
 Quickly done, no researching for days on end, 

everyone with local knowledge can get involved
 Special appreciation of retirees

But: you also have to find your crowd!

Nicole Graf 8

Reasons why the crowd likes to get involved
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Workflow for the crowd
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 3 staff share daytime shifts (feedback e-mails)
 Every day: Ø 2.45 hours + 1.85 hours for sMapshot
 Check on plausibility: we do get valid information (no fun mails)
 First e-mails: check if we are aloud to publish the comment with name on the

database
 We ask the crowd to organise the e-mail: «Jane Doe: This is the parliament in 

Bern»
 Enrich the metadata fields with the new information: Title, description, dates, 

subject headings
 The comment field is full text searchable→ the volunteers check quite quickly

and thoroughly if we enriched the metadata already!
27.02.2019Nicole Graf 10

Internal workflow
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 While out on a trip, one of our most 
prolific volunteer Walter Aeberli
(1’179 images since the summer of 
2014,  #10) took a detour to this 
house. His guess was confirmed! 

 Mr Aeberli primarily focuses on 
Mittelholzer aerial photos of 
industrial buildings. 

 He works with old maps, telephone 
books and a photographic memory...
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Crowdsourcing 2: Results: Verified in person!

Original title: Knonauer Amt
New: A Wangen (ZH), Walter Mittelholzer’s house and the Upper Glatt Valley. 
Photo by Walter Mittelholzer

Nicole Graf 27.02.2019

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Walter Aeberli: “A few days ago, I began to wonder whether the house visible in the photo was still standing so I took a detour to Wangen during a trip to Zurich’s Oberland and looked for the spot. The house with its asymmetrical shape and large balcony facing southwest is still there; the address is Chilerai 46. These days, however, it doesn’t look as bare as in the photo; today, it is covered in heat insulation, which gives it a somewhat rounder and plumper appearance. The balcony is still there. And the entrance to the house still has the short, wide decorative horizontal strips sticking out from the surrounding wall that were in fashion in the early 1930s.” 
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Crowdsourcing 2: Results: Spot the steamers!

Nicole Graf 27.02.2019

 Original title: Lucerne, around 1870-
1880

 New title: Lucerne, steamer «St. 
Gotthard» at the Schwanen jetty, 
around 1864

 Description: The sign on the 
Zurgilgenhaus (with tower) that says 
«Pension Woerley» was only erected in 
1863; it was previously «Pension
Aeschmann». The steamer on the 
opposite bank in front of Villa Nager-
Knörr is the «Winkelried I» (blurred)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This image only entered our collection last summer – bearing the title “Lucerne”. Thanks to his magnifying glass and eagle eyes, however, Lucerne-based steamship historian and author Josef Gwerder (84 years old), who goes through many photos of Lucerne, managed to spot much more.He was able to improve the image title: Lucerne, steamer "St. Gotthard" at the Schwanen jetty.And as the image description now states: The sign on the Zurgilgenhaus (with tower) that says “Pension Woerley" was only erected in 1863; it was previously “Pension Aeschmann”. The steamer on the opposite bank in front of Villa Nager-Knörr is the "Winkelried I" (blurred).Moreover, the image could be dated to 1864, making it one of our oldest photographs. Where exactly are the two steamers? See if you can spot them!
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 52’687 tips received
 49’549 images improved 
 1’006 volunteers (90% men)
 The Top Ten sent exactly 78% of the 

information!
 The Top Ten is very stable since 

2016!
 Some do a lot, most do a little!
 Specialists: mountains, steamer 

industry, local connection ... 
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Crowdsourcing 2: Statistics (1 Feburary 2019)

Nicole Graf 27.02.2019

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Some do a lot, most do a little: this has been observed in most crowdsourcing projects!
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Top Ten of volunteers: Feb. 2019 vs. April 2017
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Our Top Ten (Nov. 2016)

Nicole Graf 27.02.2019

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Our two Indexing Kings (as we dubbed them internally).Richard Schilliger (b. 1927), our Indexing King and a key driving force behind the project. He especially processed old images from the 1930s. He had his daughter install a Mac for the project and looked at virtually every picture. He has a large collection of more than 6,000 aviation books at home (third from right).  Fredy Peter: our Indexing King for modern images. He is the author of a Swissair chronicle and was able to use the images for his publication (far right).  
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 Meet and greet events annually
 Series of 8 videos on crowdsourcing

including testimonials of the most
active volunteers

 Online survey on motivation and
socio-demographic background
(Jan/Feb 2017)

 2 posts per week on the weblog
«Crowdsourcing» (since May 2016)
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Community Management

Original title: Tscharner, Tschupp, Herzog, Wintsch
New: Studienkameraden vor der Eisenbahnbrücke Eglisau. Von 
links nach rechts: Simon Tscharner, Karl Tschupp (beide Stud. 
Bauingenieur ETH), Karl Herzog, Jakob Wintsch (beide Stud. 
Kulturingenieur ETH), 1919-1922
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Weblog «Crowdsourcing» (since May 2016)

27.02.2019

https://blogs.ethz.ch/crowdsourcing/

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
New weblog from 9 May 2016
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Crowdsourcing 3: Georeferencing

https://smapshot.heig-vd.ch/ethz
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Crowdsourcing 3: Georeferencing
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Crowdsourcing 3: statistics
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Thank you very much for your attention!

Nicole Graf
Head Image Archive, ETH Library
Rämistrasse 101, CH-8092 Zürich
Tel. +41 44 632 80 81
nicole.graf@library.ethz.ch, www.library.ethz.ch

You can find us on:
 www.library.ethz.ch/en
 Facebook
 Twitter
 Google Plus
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